placed in a meaningful Job, but also for bis cultural peers, who could Look forward to the day when they too might have Jobs.
On the negative side, feelings of alienation and injustice could be generated and kept alive within these group structures when people were tot pleased with their Jobs or the way in which they were treated.  In this way hope and expectations were formed and neighborhood solidarity jained.  Unfortunately, äs these processes occurred, work settings Decame resistant to incursions by rival ethnic groups and almost Lmpenetrable for members of other racial groupings, particularly blacks (see DuBois, 1899; Spear, 1967; Clark, 1973; Hershberg et al., 1981). Buch outlooks and the employment practices consistent with them led to cacial and ethnic competition, conflict, dominance, and Subordination in a variety of Jobs.  This in turn gave rise to such evaluations, sonceptions, and labels äs the "black Job," the "white Job," "men's vork," and, of course, "women's work."
MODERN JOB-TRAINING PROGRAMS
In the 1960s, during the days of the Kennedy administration, Job braining became more formal, and government-sponsored programs were nore firmly established.  Bureaucratic rules were developed and slaborated, and a variety of spin-offs were later instituted (see Sinzburg, 1980; Stromsdorfer, 1980).  Initially, many participants in bhese programs were ethnic whites.  Over time, the racial and ethnic Ldentities of both instructors and trainees in employment programs oegan to change.  Colored minorities began to make up an increasingly significant portion of program participants.
Under these circumstances, the general effectiveness of work-training programs was severely tested and often found wanting.  The Solutions for the employment problems of white ethnics often did not vork well for blacks and other nonwhites.  In the earlier period the sthnic and cultural organization of the ethnic neighborhoods was kompatible with that of the work settings into which the trainees noved; in the later period contrasting, if not conflicting, ethnic populations were expected to work together.  Although the work settings nad formerly been receptive to white trainees, they were not now so for Dlacks.  Discrimination was a problem, to be sure, but also important, the nature of the world of work was undergoing crucial and far-reaching Dhanges.
With widespread and increasing automation and technological äevelopment, a certain social fit between training and employment sontexts had been lost. Moreover, the structure of employment spportunities that had awaited the ethnic whites was declining äs large numbers of blacks and Puerto Ricans attempted to negotiate the labor •narket (see Doeringer and Piore, 1971; Wilson, 1980; Hershberg et al., 1981).  Furthermore, the various social connections to the workplace that had been critical to the successful employment efforts of whites were largely lacking for blacks.  It is this lack of social connections and linkages to training and employment contexts that continues to be an important consideration in the effectiveness of current job-training programs.

